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quote _ culture in architecture: inspiration

“Consider that you [as young architects] are to be the pattern givers of civilization. If we ever do have a
culture of our own, you must be the way-showers.

{

A CIVILIZATION IS ONLY A WAY OF LIFE.
A CULTURE IS THE WAY OF MAKING THAT WAY OF LIFE BEAUTIFUL.
So culture is
your office here in America, and as no stream can rise higher than its source, so you can rise no more or
better to architecture than you are. So why not go to work on yourselves to make yourselves in quality, what
you would have your buildings be?”
frank lloyd wright

}

narrative.....................................

Within the culture I have grown up in, most building
types possess and conform to a standard. The standard has
an aesthetic appearance, a certain scale, and possibly the most
relevant at this time, a predetermined place in society. Schools,
fast food restaurants and homes are identifiable at a level far from
an architectural standpoint. Thus, the designer is prompted with
a range of decisions from conformation to innovation. Most of the
people within these cities accept and favor the sense of familiarity.
Conclusions and arguments form why our culture is inclined this
way [comfort, control, societal hierarchy], and to the positive
or negative values. This past year the chance to experience
something outside of this, challenging expectations and cultural
understanding, presented itself.
As a graduate studying architecture, the goal is to
learn something that surpasses factual history; proportions and
precedents to better inform personal design beliefs and methods.
Acquiring an understanding of culture, of the users possibly
interacting with self-authored design and what makes a structure
of value to be such a historic precedent are what hold interest. The
vehicle used to stand on the outside of the American culture at
hand, began with the Hannover Architectural Exchange Program in
Hannover, Germany during my fourth year of architecture school.
Traveling to a number of countries and residing in Germany for over
four months truly challenged the mind set of a designer, specifically
regarding people. The application of what was learned is the core
of this terminal project.
In the summer of 2000, the World’s Fair was held in
Hannover. The infrastructure built to support this event has had
a significant impact on the city. Upon visiting the exposition’s
museum and the remaining pavilions a need to explore why the
closing of something so vibrant could result in quite the opposite.
8

To the point, the site is now desolate and barren. Certain structures
that were the standpoint of design are now vacant. Some have
been adapted to other parallel functions the city has needed in
the following years. Others more temporary in initial construction
and design are completely erased. Even yet, pavilions once in
Germany are now located in the countries they once represented.
“World’s Fairs have excited and inspired millions of people
around the world by expressing the hopes and desires of their
times… [to] provide a fascinating glimpse into reality… [to] allow
people to explore the world outside of their everyday experience –
outside cultures, new scientific advancements, and new inventions,”
outlines the Expo’s vision of these events. It also articulates the
value of participating in a culture other than your own. All of
these relationships to event, user, and pavilion are unique to this
international event. They also display what is inevitable to many
cultures: change, adaptation, and reuse. Identifying with other
previous ‘blind’ visits to World’s Fair sites [Chicago, New York City,
Milan, Paris, Philadelphia, San Diego, and Seattle] stabilized the
unique cultural crossing of this international event.
Directed to the project’s anticipated path, learning from
other building types that embody a culture is significant. Capitol
buildings and embassies do this, in showing what and how a country
represents itself. A key aspect to these and what a pavilion speaks
to is the design solution does not situate itself as idealistic. What
it displays is something infinite and intangible, highlighted against
the contrast of structures conceived in only a functional sense.
More significant is that it expresses the culture it is extracted from,
and at the same time acknowledges the one it is placed into. This
duality is intriguing on many different levels of not only design, but
of personal cross-cultural interaction with the furthering of a world
in cohesive communication.
In a critical mind set, exploring this translation of culture into
architecture lays out a palette to expand from. Utilizing the contrast
of the United States to another culture [European Union] will help
facilitate the understanding of elements that may lend themselves
to design decisions. Thinking about how history, tradition and even
expectations collectively form the culture and formally represent it,
is additionally essential. Many formal comparisons are relevant in
the constant processing of macro and micro, country and individual
visitor exploring the pavilion’s familiar or previously removed
essence.
To continue in support that a cultural building cannot
encase an ideal, architectural methods should be equivalent in
nature. For example, a design solution that embodies a transitory
and personal nature, displays a certain sense of humility. Or the
9

emphasis upon the architecture as a backdrop allowing what culture
is about, those who build it to become emphasized. Perception
plays contribution to how a user views a structure, throughout time.
These building types [pavilions, embassies and capitol buildings]
may be acknowledged as fluid aspects of a city during daylight. In
contrast, they may become invisible or an illuminated mark on the
skyline overnight.
Relevant, critical standpoints [i.e. the aforementioned role
of architecture in a pavilion] and guiding principles will effectively
steer research and design phases. The constant relationship
of concrete decisions and abstract intentions are a part of this.
Additionally, the initial analysis of a culture’s materiality has great
impact. Though the evaluation of popularity, ease or what is
greatest in quantity is not the most meaningful goal. Extracting the
core of what forms a significant aspect of a culture may not literally
manifest itself in each or any instance. This is what is important,
the motive and reason of each action and element.
The stance of what these building types actually do is
necessary. Are they to be showing the past or what should have
been? If not a direct correlation, then this removal, this gap must be
conscious. Symbolism compared to replacement or representation
holds a different, often negative connotation. Thus, this may not be
what a pavilion should be intended to be. It may instead seek the
infinite and real culture, from origin to future.
Referring to these other structures helps guide the scale of
what is in the past and what is real-time. An embassy, a politically
based structure, leans to this reality. A capitol building is expected
to embody even more. But the pavilion, in its nature is open. If
one stands alone, the environment is different than being in relation
to another. The people and their desires become primary and
the architecture becomes a visitor. In this way the user is, at a
minimum, aware of their changing interactions and reactions. With
no agenda or standard that a school, fast food restaurant, or home
has, allows this passiveness.
In conclusion, this careful placement of a pavilion and its
visitors still has some expectations. To be in the highest potential
the aforementioned event of the World’s Fair is given. Located in
Zaragoza, Spain in 2008 [“Water and Sustainable Development]”,
Shanghai, China in 2010 [“Better City – Better Life”], and Yeosu,
South Korea in 2012 [“The Living Ocean and Coast: Diversity
of Resources and Sustainable activities”]. Due to the present
time and value of Zaragoza as research dedication, Shanghai
is highlighted. Yet to be determined are other terminal project
factors, as the following may be: shall it be in the cleansing interest
of the United States, an exploration of specifically what has been
10

communicated, or an additional scenario of more value? At the
least this terminal project will embody the experiences apart from
the American culture and speak to negative architectural findings
within.
The site in Shanghai of the 2010 exposition lends itself
to forming the project into something not completely theoretical.
With the progression of public information released of Shanghai’s
site, a specific outline will follow. Determined is the location upon
the Huangpu River in Shanghai mostly over an industrial site on a
mostly east-west river bend portion. This introduces elements such
as ferry transportation, tunnels, docks, certain security measures,
etc. Following history, pavilion sites are not stable with years before
the opening ceremony. Thus, specifics of site conditions are open
to understanding through removed documentation (with another
World’s Fair in between), but highly effective site characteristics
are and have been noted.
In regards to the project’s academic Performance Criteria,
successfully accomplishing the thirteen identified (and any other
necessary) is of importance to the project’s finality. Building upon
those skills human behavior, program and design comprehension,
other architectural necessities and the foundation a Bachelors
of Design in Architecture provides are essential. Those to be
discovered and anticipated at the present time include: the learning
of new design methods (software and physical building tools) [what
the fairs were initially about representing, forward thinking], the
use of history in expansion to precedent use [World’s Fair history
comprehension over its lifetime], the inclusion of professional and
academic persons outside the College of Architecture through formal
critiques or personal discussion [the fair is not held by one country,
culture nor one profession], the consciousness and preparation of
what is to come following [noting a range of projects], as well as the
means relative to the finalization of a thesis project.
Pursuit of this project will include a range of design methods.
The understanding and adjustments to the fair as a whole and in
specific to the pavilion are both factual and conceptual. Analysis
of the World’s Fair history will provide a critical stance to future
expositions. Overall, this project has the potential to lead itself in
both a theoretical and/or physically realized manner.
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imagery collection.....................
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works of industry of all nations : crystal palace : London 1851

exposition universelle : tour eiffel galerie des machines : Paris 1889

industry art sport : pavilion of the german reich : Barcelona 1929

century 21 exposition : man in the space age : Seattle 1962
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historic photographic time line

humankind nature technology : the environment : Hannover 2000

fair grounds

German Pavilion : Josef Wund

Dutch Pavilion : MVRDV

Hannover, April 2007

Hungary Pavilion : György Vadász
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entrance promenade

Bertelsmann Group : Planet M

M. Bucas A. Bucas : Lithuanian Pavilion
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Hannover, April 2007

Mousse T. Popakademie : Belgium [Peppermint] Pavilion
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RESEARCH
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forming ideas _ THE PAVILION

-noun
1. a light, usually open building used for shelter, concerts, exhibits, etc., as in a park or fair
2. a usually temporary structure erected at a fair or show for use by an exhibitor: the French pavilion at the World’s Fair
3. a large structure housing sports or entertainment facilities; an arena
4. any of a number of separate or attached buildings forming a hospital or the like
5. Architecture. a projecting element of a facade, used especially at the center or at each end and usually treated to suggest a tower
6. a tent, especially a large and elaborate one
7. a small, ornamental building in a garden
-verb [used with object]
8. to shelter in or as if in a pavilion
9. to furnish with pavilions

selected design vehicle: THE WORLD’S FAIR typology: THE PAVILION

INCEPTION:

A RESEARCH EXCURSION to the 2000 World’s Expo site located in Hannover, Germany: APRIL 2007
2008
Zaragoza, Spain
AUGUST 2008
The contrast between the dynamic life span [ie Zaragoza] and its present desolate and ill-fated condition [ie Hannover]
prompted this cultural investigation.
*Reception of the AIA NE Cultural Exploration Scholarship of 2008 funded this research excursion.

EXPLANATION:

What the World’s Expos have to offer design, specifically architecturally, has great value. At an increment of five years, people from
all over the globe attend the six month exhibition to be amazed and provoked. This opens a door to express international issues,
concerns and praises otherwise likely suppressed. Also unique, the fair serves as a stage to an audience possessing a different and
open response to progressive design.

CONVICTION:

Resulting from the following matrix, the United States of America has held an unfortunate position [both circumstantial and selfinflicted]. Due to the upcoming nominees for host-city and implications of national conviction, this stance must be addressed. It prompts
critical initiative toward America’s corporate consumerism, resulting in enlightened design illustrating cultural identity. The unique
multifaceted cultural situation within the states is a guiding factor.

AMBITION:

Culture is an aspect which inherently affects all architectural typologies. It is either in approval, in rejection or in combination due
to accelerating global relationships. There is a history of structures that possess cultural representation as a primary importance [ex:
capitol buildings, embassies, government buildings, PAVILIONS]. With this feature of society threaded through all typologies, there is
considerable worth to the investigation of cultural representation.
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HANNOVER EXPO 2000

abandoned.barren.vacant.forgotten.useless.

deserted.isolated.unresponsive.forsaken.neglected.

DESOLATE

ENGAGED

.dynamic.actve.enthusiastic.vibrant.occupied.energetic.

vigorous.passionate.spirited.lively.determined.

ZARAGOZA EXPO 2008

research _ THE FACTS
The World’s Fairs were created due to the suggestion from Sir Henry Cole, influenced
by the Parisian National Exhibition of 1849.
Led by the Bureau of International Exhibitions [BIE], located in Paris, France.
Current annual country membership fee: $350,000.00
Exhibition types: REGISTERED_5 year rotation_high BIE involvement;
RECOGNIZED_ no time rules_low BIE involvement;
[garden / colonial_separate regulations].
Extensive selection / voting process: initiated by the country; recent fairs have been
themed or in response to global concerns. Selected criteria: plausibility, location,
accommodation, potential, economy and politics.

24

The United States has had their own agenda regarding the fair for the
extent of its history.
Many inside and outside have determined this to be counterproductive for
both the US and those countries who participate in the expositions.
Expo 2000: withdrawl within months of opening day resulted in the US
being removed from the BIE.
Only limited participation from Hannover to the present.
Holding 3 out of 4 nominations for the Expo 2020’s host country, creates
an unsure and anticipated future.
Houston, NYC and San Francisco present a comprehensive range of
American cultures. This is an important element to this project’s focus.

research _ EXPO MAPPING
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precedent _ HANNOVER: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERIKANISCHER PAVILLON proposal
HANNOVER EXPO 2000
Barkow Leibinger Architekten
1999 Invited Competition / First Prize

// a pavilion for events, content, both polite & diverse
// American culture & performance, a view of lifestyle related to other
countries
// concentration on place & space instead of being a symbol
// US public = Main Street & enclosed shopping mall; US temporary
settlement = nomadic Native Americans & pioneers; long tradition of
wood in architecture [farming / FLW Prairie House]
// main structure not the path but a place for the events
themselves
// after several attempts for funding, the pavilion was not realized and
America withdrew
[images & courtesy: Barkow Leibinger Architekten]
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precedent _ HANNOVER: SWISS PAVILION
larch / pine / stainless steel tension rods / no nails, screws, glue
resale & reuse focus //
unusual pavilion circumstance due to federal government funding //
shrinkage / pine resin due to thermal transformation / intentional for
the wood to move and reflect the organic nature //
“Constant supervision will be needed and corrective measures taken:
a metaphor perhaps for the nature of Swiss society” //
“An unforgettable, calm, yet rather disturbing presence, which is
perhaps the most potent” //
Zumthor called it a “wood yard” & a “sounding body” because of the
rain on the galvanized roof gutters //
“Zumthor vigorously denies that there is anything in the place which
is obviously intended to evoke Switzerland, here is again a trace of
one of the essences of the country, the tradition of efficient, soothing
hospitality” //
41

SWISS PAVILLON
HANNOVER EXPO 2000
Peter Zumthor

initial analysis _ AMERICAN PAVILIONS

// EXPO 2005 Aichi
USA Pavilion: BRC imagination arts
the criticism of this pavilion lies within the poor abstraction of an
American symbol confined only the facade of a structure. further,
the content was not progressive. a digital Thomas Jefferson lead
the visitors through the pavilion, quite historic and removed from the
innovative nature of an exposition.
// EXPO 1967 Montreal
American Pavilion: Buckminster Fuller
this pavilion has had historical impact through: its innovative design
and engineering, representing the USA in an effective manner, and
providing a successful marker for the fair of ‘67. the lead architect
being a known designer surely added to this pavilions success.
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EXPO 1962 Seattle //
US Science Pavilion: Minoru Yamasaki
in a positive light, the structure does refer to ideas verticality and
extension of the expo’s space theme [comparatively the space
needle]. also in parallel is its anticipated and current use as a science
museum housing significant artifacts. with a large reflecting pool
beneath, at the least the pavilion possesses a sense of authenticity.
EXPO 1958 Brussels //
American Pavilion: Edward Durell Stone
purposefully located next to the USSRs site [Cold War issues], the
pavilion generated a healthy amount of attention and is now one of
two structures still standing. critically, it does not wholly display the
essence of America due to its focus on political issues. “democratic
vitality and romance” vs “gilded candybox.”
43
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an article in critique _ AMERICA OVERSEAS

// research from the article “The Embassy of the Embassy” by Niklas
Maak, arts editor for Frankfurter Allemaeine Zeitung
US GERMAN EMBASSY, BERLIN
Moore Ruble Yudell
2008

// highly critical of the American culture, American presumptions and
this representation in Germany [the US Embassy]

CONGRESS HALL in BERLIN
Hugh Stubbins
1957

//”It is unfortunately a long time ago that the [Berlin Americas] Hugh
Stubbins designed congress hall gave a message in which all the
promise of a global, space reaching future seemed set in concrete.”
45
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in the media _ AMERICA’S NEVER-ENDING STORY
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in the media _ AMERICA + CHINA

{Los Angeles Times: Business}

U.S. could be no-show at 2010 Shanghai World’s Fair
Fund raising for the American exhibit suffers from a lack of interest and the recession. International relations could be affected.
By Don Lee
January 17, 2009

With the Beijing Olympics over, China is counting down to its next big coming-out party: the Expo 2010 World’s Fair
in Shanghai.
But will the U.S. show up?
With construction deadlines approaching, organizers of the American exhibit are scrambling to come up with tens of
millions of dollars from corporate sponsors for a national pavilion. The recession has only added to longer-running
problems that could end up with the U.S. missing the Shanghai expo and, in the view of many, hurting bilateral
relations and American commercial interest in the world’s third-largest economy.
“I think it’d be tragic if the U.S. isn’t represented in this expo,” said Nick Winslow, a Pasadena theme park expert who,
with Beijing lawyer Ellen Eliasoph, was selected by the State Department to develop the U.S. pavilion and show. The
pair, former colleagues at Warner Bros., say they have until April to raise as much as $84 million that was originally
estimated for the project.
“It’s coming down to the wire,” Winslow said.
He and Eliasoph have talked with the Walt Disney Co., PepsiCo and some 120 parties, as well as wealthy Chinese
Americans, but there’s been no public commitment of funds expect for $500,000 of seed money put up by Connecticut
vitamin importer AnMar International.
Companies are hesitant to invest a lot for a building where their names and logos are to be presented subtly in the
background rather than splashed out front.
What’s more, the expo lacks the international appeal of the Olympics, and its allure has faded, especially in the
United States. The expo (or world’s fair) had its origins in mid-19th century Europe and for decades focused on trade,
cultural exchanges and artistic and scientific innovations. In more recent years it has become more of a platform for
so-called country branding, with national pavilions being the main attraction.
Winslow remembers going to his first world’s fair as a teenager in Seattle in 1962 and being captivated by the Space
Needle and the monorail. In 2000, the U.S. skipped the expo in Hanover, Germany, drawing criticism from organizers
but hardly a peep back home.
Yet many regard the Shanghai expo as far more important than those in the recent past, as it’s taking place in the
commercial hub of the world’s most populous and arguably most important emerging economy. Some 70 million
visitors are expected during the May-to-October exhibition, nearly triple the attendance at Hanover. About 185
countries will probably participate, and some already have broken ground on their national pavilions.
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the new york times bestseller _ HISTORIC ACCOUNT

{Murder, Magic and Madness at the Fair that Changed America}

Erik Larson’s The Devil in the White City depicts the World’s
Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, commemorating
Christopher Columbus’s discovery of the United States of America.
Daniel Burnham and H. H. Holmes lives are integrated, expressing
different sides of the exposition. Burnham, the chief architect and
man behind the fair [the White City] unknowingly designed an ideal
setting for one of America’s first serial killers, Holmes.
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PROCESS

real-time culture _ WHAT IS AMERICA’S AESTHETIC LANDSCAPE?
// portable foods: the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition and the
1904 St. Louis World’s Fair are credited with mass promotion of: the
hot dog, the ice cream cone and iced tea
// 1920s: curbside service
// 1940s: mobilization, roller skating carhops
// there are an estimated 85,000 fast-food restaurants in the United
States [2008]
// McDonald’s serves around 47 million people each day through
31,000 locations
54

gas stations increased with Henry Ford’s creation and production //
of automobiles priced for the middle class
first purpose built was in St. Louis, 1905 //
first self-service station was in Omaha, 1958 //
premium or discount branded stations //
an estimated 200,000 gas-stations in the United States //
55

// in order to move forward, we as designers must be critical of our environment and surroundings. if these are
never questioned and challenged, then the comparison of the present to the past and future does not arise. granted,
we always push forward and eventually adapt with change either fluidly or in opposition. as displayed through the
preceding street-side montages, the two typologies of the fast-food restaurant/drive-through and the gas-station are
highlighted. these litter the sides of our streets, now creating a different idea of the boulevard. the view is saturated
in advertising and logos instead of being an environment designed to hold the people who visit. this follows the
idea extracted from the Hannover 2000 Expo, that “if McDonald’s is present, then America surely is too.” rather, the
pointed comment that this type of landscape is what defines American culture, and only on a surface level. as an
initial reaction, the pavilion to be designed must not follow in-suit but seek out the core of our culture and represent it
in a true and accurate manner.
61
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realization + findings _ DESIGN VALUE IN THE USA?
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thinking + processing _ FORMING DESIGN INTENTIONS: the 5

[origin] scenarios + environments
// the following five spreads depict initial reactions to what the United States is made up of. some possess attitudes, some
are spatial relationships, some focus on the changing politics of the country. through the credibility of living near the Rockie
Mountains, in the windy city, within the Florida retirees, in the peach-filled state, right in the middle of the cornhusker Midwest,
and by being a temporary Los Angelian the scope of America’s variety is also showcased. the focused image is an abstracted
graphic that displays the scenario’s or environment’s overall idea, negative or positive. the collection of images capture this idea
within the United States. each linked to a grouping of generative words and phrases.
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theINVISIBLE/EPHEMERAL
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components:
design values?:

//
//

instantaneous
mist

//

//

no-edge

clouds

//

air

+

no-boundary
//

//

transparency

momentary
//
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//

frequency

unrepeatable
//

normality

//

subtle
//

vs

blind

surprising
//

open

//
//

theFIELD.ROWS
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components:
design values?:

//
//

continuous
wood

//

//
texture

seasonal
//

natural

//

growth
//

integrated
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//

progression
//

progressive

//
//

rhythm

//

changing

//

theSPLIT-LEVEL
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components:
design values?:

//

pattern

//

cloning

//

misdirection

//

beneath

the

skin

//

broken:

up

+

down

//

// icon // standardization // replication // dishonesty // concealment // info.mercials // advertisement //
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theGRIDDED.DENSITY
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components:
design values?:

//

rigid

//

alive

//

tumultuous

//

overlaying

the

landscape

//

proximity

//

// repetition // interwoven // fast // consecutive // positive between // negative in between // verticality // look~up //
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t h e F U S I O N
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components:
design values?:

//

generational

//

necessary

relationship

//

layering

/

multiplicity

//

forced

//

// inconsistent // honest // the difference // progression // addition // separation // blending // transformation //
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analysis _ THE GRID WITHIN

JEFFERSONIAN
G
R
I
D

JEFFERSONIAN
G
R
I
D

LANDSCAPE

U

R

B

A

N

THE
ELEMENT
W I T H I N

SCAFFOLDING
STRUCTURE

larch / pine / stainless steel tension rods / no nails, screws, glue
resale & reuse focus //
unusual pavilion circumstance due to federal government funding //
shrinkage / pine resin due to thermal transformation / intentional for
the wood to move and reflect the organic nature //
“Constant supervision will be needed and corrective measures taken:
a metaphor perhaps for the nature of Swiss society” //
“An unforgettable, calm, yet rather disturbing presence, which is
perhaps the most potent” //
Zumthor called it a “wood yard” & a “sounding body” because of the
rain on the galvanized roof gutters //
“Zumthor vigorously denies that there is anything in the place which
is obviously intended to evoke Switzerland, here is again a trace of
one of the essences of the country, the tradition of efficient, soothing
hospitality” //

SWISS PAVILLON
HANNOVER EXPO 2000
Peter Zumthor

84

design _ CRITICAL POSITION

Grid systems, most famously the Jeffersonian Grid, are prominent in the United States. They dictate farmland
and city infrastructure, overlaid onto the topography. The scale these grids imply is extensive. Their range
follows the city-scale to the design efficiency of a product at human-scale.
Transportation follows a similar structure that these grids contain. An interesting aspect of America’s transportation
compared to other countries, is its lack of walking cities. The automobile must not be a forgotten part of America’s
culture. Consequently, a paved grid system and the car within provides an interesting relationship. While the
infrastructure is necessary, it contributes its own importance and value as well. What becomes stronger, is the
placement of the automobile, activating the space and function.
The core of this strengthened relationship is critical for an American Pavilion.
Criteria:
it should be as multifaceted as the regions and states that compose the country
it should provide options for the exhibition curators and designers
it should interpret the grid system found in America
it should be flexible and contain the ability to be reused and to be erected at a following fair
it should be made up of CELLs designed from the regional analysis and camouflaged parts of American culture.
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rethinking _ THE PAVILION

// by analyzing what the typology of a pavilion is today, the design
decision came to incorporate two things: infrastructure and the unit
of CELL.
// the infrastructure provides a backdrop for the CELLs to become
alive and prominent.
// these CELLs represent the preceding findings and others later in
the design by capturing an isolated cultural element of America.
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there are many ways that the culture of the United States could be //
viewed and dissected.
three of those are highlighted above, describing what their benefit //
might be.
at this point in the design, the idea was to continue with broad //
ideas instead of specifying selected areas and their culture[s]. this
changed to the latter.
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generation _ BY STATE + REGION
annotations:
by disjoining the states into regions, the multiplicity of sub-cultures within the country are focused on. segmentations have been made to the states
under different reasonings and values. this fact alone emphasizes the nature of America to be a conglomerations of cultures. selected grouping puts
the states into the: west, midwest, south, southeast, east & northeast.
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annotations:
the purpose is to identify a primary analysis, the most popular places to live. ranking does not take into account social concerns such as homelessness,
corporate centers, urban density. not a separation between legal Americans and immigrants. highest is California, average is Louisiana, lowest is
Wyoming. states ranked higher are on the east; the opposite is true for the west. the overall relationship is direct between area and population.
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annotations:
this map depicts people who have had a significant impact within the outlined state. representation can display: a birthplace, a location
where an important event occurred, someone’s impact in history, or multiple combinations thereof. many chosen state-faces are
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celebrities. despite an assumption that they are not the average, they relate a certain aspect of American life by being celebrated. a
wide variety is seen in each region. consistencies also appear: attitude, ambition, clothing, interest and cultural focus. if there were no
visitors to the World’s Fairs, to the buildings created, then the culture would not have a focus. this is the root of American culture.
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annotations:
images show the prominent aspects of each state. certain states revolve around landscape and physical identity; others are famous for their attractions,
history, inventions, etc. a large portion focus on something naturally made, opposed to the common representation of culture being man-made. the
awareness of stereotype arises when analyzing the states. through history and tradition this element is not always easily deciphered.
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annotations:
similar to the analysis of states by icon and symbol, the lawful licensing shows a distilled identity. some comparisons are direct between the two, while
some may depict a state’s desired culture, versus the cultural reality. on average, the images display the most powerful geography and landscape.
within the same mind-set, if they display another aspect, it is a strong and well-known element of the state’s national value.
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annotations:
food possess substantial cultural information. the presence of lack of: formality, privacy, setting, time of day, utensils, dish ware, etc., communicate the
culture around it. items shown range from being harvested and herded to picked and prepared. climate and geography are parallel to any food growth,
which relates to an area’s cultural aspects. these come about from specific dishes and recipes related to the country’s events and traditions.
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annotations:
the purpose is to describe an aspect of the state’s environment. state flowers can be indigenous or illustrate a select form relating to a culture and its
history. the situation where these are commonly found could be in contrast. nature conforming to a suburban home evokes a different culture than
nature intrinsic to its geography. flowers as cultural symbols: traditions, weddings, funerals, holidays, seasons, love, religion, decoration, habitation.
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generation + strategy _ THE GROUPINGS
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98

99

Ground Floor Level

100

0

2

4

Longitudinal Section

0

2

4
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model _ PANEL STUDY

104

model _ PROPORTION STUDY

106

model _ CIRCULATION STUDY
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FINAL SOLUTION

CELL life-span

PRE.EXPO
CELLs designed and populated within their appropriate
corresponding environment.
[absorb real-time culture, to prompt at the fair, either as a known or
disguised ambassador of the States]
EXPO
CELLs shipped and located into the scaffolding infrastructure,
curator takes over the architect’s role
[unification of all parts creates the American Pavilion]
POST.EXPO
CELLs repopulated into original condition.
[bringing back essential information and influence from the World’s
Fair]

infrastructure + form _ THE PAVILION

verticality // horizontality
pixelation // absorbent
adjacency // association

exploration of arrangement possibilities; the form within the
infrastructure. transitioning between horizontal and vertical provides
the design scenarios responding to space allotments or environmental
concerns. lifting some CELLs to another level creates intimate
space, multi-storey space and responsive upper-level garden
spaces. depending on the amount of CELLs in relationship to the
infrastructure, the pulsating experience develops: concentrated and
intimate CELLs to the open structure with the fair’s landscape and
spatial environments seen beyond.
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reuse: after + between EXPOs

climate: orientation + protection

folding:

program // regional + camouflaged CELLs : support : garden space : restaurant :
merchandise : digital + virtual space
site // climate : expo theme : host country : year held : anticipated attendance :
public-private proximity
113

EXPO

transportation

solution _ LAYERING

infra.structure. 12’ by 12’ grid [currently three by seven by three]. flexibility allows change in other //
dimensions in order to accommodate a higher or lower amount of CELLs, parallel to what the curator feels
necessary at the time in the fair. this could change daily, weekly, monthly or even remain static if in congruency
to the pavilion’s pursuit at that time. this regulation also allows for the building and tearing down to be efficient
are re-erected in multiple site conditions.

pavilion circulation. entrance anticipated to be through the stairs, beginning within the structure to //
envelop the visitor and draw their attention to the CELLs instead of only getting in. exiting the pavilion through
the elevator requires the visitors to travel in the other lateral direction, giving different views and perspectives
that might not have been seen or understood. by simply rotating the vertical circulation aspects the space
has another layer of activation on top of the infinite possibilities of CELL arrangements.
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plates, magnetic transition. shown only in a horizontal manner, the ‘toothed’ thin-steel plates lock onto the //
pavilions structure to provide support and walkable areas between the CELLs. with the inner tooth faces and
the required parts of the structure designed with high strength magnets [some gravitational factors included],
the plates are incorporated.

CELLs, linear transition. the pavilion becomes complete with the insertion of the CELLs. with the //
toothed-plates having cavities in which the CELLs fit in one direction, they are secured in the structure. having
the other direction free, they have the ability to be moved in both directions horizontally. this is where the
curator has the most impact, designing how they are to be placed. for transportation means, the CELLs have
an exterior that is not permanent to the interior. they may be dismantled, folded along the soft-curved corners
and stacked accordingly. the interior is to be designed by those located in the region of representation [as
previously documented; their life-span origination], identified through the red surface. they are also to be
open-aired, as is the whole pavilion and majority of the expo ground at each fair.
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solution _ CELL components

// CELL details
// 6” x 6” steel structure
12’ x 12’ on center macro-grid
double cavity for plumbing and electrical if required in
the CELLs for their design
magnets along structure for steel plates to connect in both
an upright and flat orientation
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CELLs //
white flexible exterior surface
carbon fiber body and interior
nanogel insulation
thin steel plates //
attached both horizontally and verticality
carved cavity allow for CELL locations to be manipulated
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STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE + CELLS

ROOFTOP

GROUND VIEW

ENTRANCE APPROACH

SECOND LEVEL VIEW

section A-A

section B-B

section C-C

section B-B

roof plan

3rd floor

section B-B

2nd floor

ground floor
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